This paper suggests an incipient approach to perform target detection as well as tracking for single and multiple moving objects in thermal video sequences. Thermal imaging is complimentary to visible imaging as it has capability to detect object in low light or dark conditions by detecting the infrared radiation of an object and creating an image which contains temperature information. The extracted regions are then used for performing the segmentation of targets in thermal videos. In projected method first, Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) is used for segmentation in thermal videos. Second, to enlarge the set of target proposals, DAG is initialized with an incremented object proposal set in which, from adjacent frames motion based predictions are used. Last, in this paper for selection of the specific object motion scoring function is used, which is having high optical flow gradient between the edges of the object and background is presented. After segmentation of object, centroid based object tracking is performed to track the objects in thermal videos. The proposed method is evaluated on different thermal videos and found to be robust compared with standard background subtraction method.
INTRODUCTION
Thermal imaging amends Thermal imaging amends overtness of the objects in a dark environment by identifying the objects infrared radiation and then engendering an image predicated on temperature information. Near infrared illumination, low light imaging is withal most commonly used night vision technologies. Contrary to these two methods thermal imaging has ability to work in darkness. Thermal imaging works better in conditions as haze, fog and smoke.
In thermal imaging all targets emanate heat as an element of their temperature. The warmth radiated by question is kenned as its heat signature. As a rule one can verbalize, the sultrier a Question is the more radiation it emanates. A thermal camera is basically a warmth sensor that is fit for recognizing infinitesimal contrasts in temperature. The contrivance accumulates the heat from objects in the scene and engenders an image predicated on information about the temperature differences. Since items are rarely an indistinguishable temperature from different protests around them, a thermal imager can identify them and they will show up as various in a thermal picture.
Thermal images are generally grayscale in nature where ebony targets are arctic, white objects are sultry and the depth of gray shows variations between the two. Some thermal cameras, integrate color to images so it can avail users identify objects at sundry temperatures. Due to the ability of having better contrast and to detect targets at extremely long distances, in low illumination and in extreme weather conditions, thermal imaging is proper for various applications.
Also one can say that thermal images are visual displays of emitted, reflected, and transmitted thermal radiation within a given area. When presented to an operator, color maps are often used to map pixel intensity values in order to conceptualize details more explicitly. Discovery in thermal imaging was chiefly utilized as a part of military applications. Due to the better quality of image and better resolution with reduced cost and size during recent years opened up new application areas.
Thermal cameras are used in many applications because they have the ability to see in total darkness, their robustness to illumination changes, and less intrusion on privacy. Due to various sources of thermal radiation, thermal imaging is challenging depending on the properties of the object and its surroundings. The amount of radiation taken by the object is based on emissivity. Also, thermal radiation from other objects is reflected on the surface of the object. Therefore, the reflectivity of the object is also important to be known.
The quantity of radiation that reaches the detector is overdone by the atmosphere. Some is transmitted, some is absorbed, and some is also emitted from the atmosphere itself. Moreover, the imager itself emits thermal radiation during operation. To measure thermal radiation and temperatures as accurately as possible, all these effects are need to be considered. At short distances, atmospheric effects can be ignored. But for greater distances, e.g. from aircrafts, it is important to consider atmospheric effects if temperatures are to be measured correctly. The Fig.1 shows the example of thermal image. However, if one is only interested in an image that looks good to the eye and not temperatures, these effects are not taken into account.
Fig.1. Example of Thermal Image
Materials have not identical properties in the thermal spectrum compared to the visual spectrum. Some materials that are reflective and/or transparent in the visual spectrum are not the same in thermal spectrum and vice versa, e.g. glass. From the point of measuring temperatures, thermal imaging is beneficial compared to point-based methods as temperatures over a large area can be compared. Compared with visual cameras, thermal 1567 cameras are complimentary as soon as there is a temperature difference connected to the object or phenomena that is to be detected. For example, emerging fires, humans, animals, increased body temperatures, or differences in heat transfer ability in materials. When applications are considered, thermal cameras are especially complimentary to visual cameras in outdoor applications. Thermal imager can produce an image with no or few distortions during darkness and/or difficult weather conditions such as fog, haze, snow. This is because of the way that a thermal imager is touchy for transmitted radiation, even from generally cool items, as opposed to a visual camera that measures reflected radiation and therefore relies on light.
Pedestrian identification in thermal imaging is different than that of visible imaging. In all the seasons output of visible camera remains same as it does not take temperature information as its input. As visible cameras are dependent on light information, it does not perform well at night. In opposite to this thermal cameras make use of temperature information. Because of extremity reversal amongst foundations and people on foot saw in summer, infrared division calculations accepting hotter walkers against colder foundation should not be used for a system that needs to operate reliably in summer scenario.
Most of the approaches including Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) [19] were used for segmentation in visible imaging. In this paper the projected approach is used for segmentation in thermal video sequences. Generally the observation is that thermal images have better contrast as compared to visible also the shape and appearance of any object varies slowly frame vise. From this observation one can say that the object which is having the highest score of similarity and objectness is the object of interest. To calculate the similarity of the target, optical flow method is used and the variation between the actual target shape and detected target shape is calculated. At this end for tracking, the centroid is calculated of each segmented object in thermal video and using the Euclidean distance that object is tracked throughout the video. When the objects are having high optical flow gradients between their boundaries and background then based on the motion of the object the 'objectness' is known. If the time domain sequence of the object is not taken into consideration [17] then there will not be any object related with the first object in no. of frames. The projected technique uses the object proposal expansion criteria. This method was applied on various challenging thermal videos. The Fig.2 shows object proposals for visible as well as thermal video frames.
In this paper, projected approach is used for segmentation in thermal video sequences. Section 2 gives the literature survey of various methods used for segmentation as well as tracking. Section 3 gives the DAG based approach for video object segmentation. Section 4 describes the dataset and predicted results. And at last, section 5 concludes the paper.
LITERATURE SURVEY
Aim of this paper is to perform the segmentation as well as tracking of single and multiple objects from the thermal video sequences. Target segmentation from the video is well known research area. Segmentation is performed for various purposes like image retrieval, video summarization, etc. There are various methods to perform video object segmentation. For the techniques given in [1] - [3] for specified frames the notation is required to initialize the algorithm. After this, the methods that are using motion as well as appearance scoring are used to generate the object segments in any frame or in each and every frame. Alternative techniques [4] , [5] solely needs correct target region notation in the primary frame and then by using the region tracking remaining frames are segmented in foreground region and background region. Generally the methods which are semiautomatic typically provide sensible results for segmentation. But most of the applications require large data due to which manual low level formatting becomes price prohibitory. Consequently, many automatic techniques were projected to perform the object segmentation in video sequences. These techniques use motion grouping [4] , [6] , [7] to perform segmentation of objects. Alternative techniques [8] - [10] use appearance of an object for performing segmentation in every frame. After this they use appearance as well as motion of an object for final results of segmentation. Techniques as [9] , [11] - [13] present economic improvement structure for spatial and temporal set of pixels for segmentation purpose. Now a days there are many techniques [14] - [16] which provide a precise idea about how the specific target appears. From above specified three methods the method [14] separates the targets from given images. Lee [17] and Latecki [18] engineered this work and used the separated targets for segmentation purpose. Lee [17] projected that for observing the 1st object by forming the group of the objects from given video sequence and applied the spectral graph clusters for getting the objects inliers and outliers. From this they observed that every inlier is similar with the selected target region. For each selected object from the cluster, the objectness is measured by appearance and motion related ideas. Cluster having high objectness is probably having the first target in the video sequence. The disadvantage of this method is that, it does not consider the sequence of the objects within the video. Therefore it is unable to recognize the shape and location of target over time. Latecki [18] tried to ease this problem by employing the relation between the objects by considering neighboring frames.
Fig.2. Object proposals from video frames
The drawback of choosing the region of the object is sculptured as maximum weighted cliques problem, for finding out the true region of the object from given video frames at same time. As this problem is non-deterministic polynomial time hard (NPhard) problem [18] , the improvement technique is employed for knowing the answer. Also the segmentation techniques based on object proposals [17] , [18] are having to extra disadvantages when these techniques were compared with the projected technique. 1st disadvantage is that, for each method the generated target proposal is not dependent on the target proposal from neighboring frame. Second disadvantage is that the results of segmentation lowers as each method don't actually determines the shape of the target in neighboring frames, once calculating the similarity of the region. The proposed method overcome the drawbacks and performs better on various thermal datasets.
In following sections, the actual framework of DAG for segmentation and tracking in thermal video sequences is given in detail. Also the results of the projected method shown are shown on various thermal video datasets.
DAG BASED APPROACH FOR VIDEO OBJECT SEGMENTATION
In arithmetic and applied science, the graph which does not contain any directed cycle is known as Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). That means this graph contains several edges as well as vertices in such a way that it starts from any vertex and follows the directed path and does not go back to vertex from which it was started. The Fig.3 shows an example of Directed Acyclic Graph. In general DAG should follow the topological ordering.
The Fig.4 shows the overall block diagram of the paper. In this, first the thermal video sequence is taken. The moving object in the video is segmented using Directed Acyclic Graph. After segmenting the object the centroid is calculated of the object and by calculating the Euclidean distance the object is tracked throughout the video. 
FRAMEWORK
The projected method works in four stages as shown in Fig.5 . 1 st stage: Create the target proposal for each and every frame using optical flow. 2 nd stage: Once the target proposals are generated the Directed Acyclic Graph is formed for each target. The objectness is satisfied by the criteria of the longest path. This improves the similarity and objectness of the target. This gives first target in the thermal video.
3
rd stage: The pixel wise segmentation is done i.e. per pixel video object segmentation by using graph cuts based optimization and the target and background models are build up using Gaussian Mixture Models. 4 th stage: Calculation of centroid of each segmented object for tracking in single as well as multiple objects using Euclidean distance.
The detail description is given further.
Fig.5. Framework of Proposed System

STRUCTURE OF DAG
We desire to obtain target proposal which are having large objectness probability, more similar appearance also swimmingly changing shape of the target proposals in thermal video. The structure of the DAG approach is formed as given below:
Every target in video frame is portrayed using 2 nodes and 2 edges. The nodes are starting nodes and end nodes and the edges are unary and binary edges. The weights on the unary edges gives 'objectness' of target. There is layered structure of starting as well as ending nodes for a particular frame. Therefore each frame in thermal video has to layers. Unary edges starts at starting node and ends at ending node. The binary edges starts from any ending node and are directed to all of the starting nodes in next frame [19] . The appearance and shape similarity are given by the weights on binary edges.
In Fig.6 [19] the graph structure is shown. In this graph 3 frames are shown as i-1, i, i+1. In Fig.5 
where, gx and vx are optical flow gradients in x direction and gy, vy are optical flow gradients in y direction. The motivation of calculating the motion score is that the motion between object and background are different, since the boundaries of the targets are not having continuous motion. The Frobenius Norm is used to know the magnitude and it should be more at the boundaries of the moving targets. Generally if the gradient will have high magnitude then most probably the area is of the moving target. For motion analysis in image processing optical flow is widely used method. This method has two assumptions as: First, the brightness of an object remains constant over time. Second, nearby points in an image move in same way which is known as constraint of velocity smoothness. Brightness constancy is very similar to the illumination changes which are available in thermal imagery along with the smoothness constraint as thermal images have good contrast.
BINARY EDGES
As given above weights on the binary edges represent the similarity score of the targets from frames. When DAG is used for segmentation in visible imaging the color feature is also used. As we are performing segmentation for thermal videos the color feature is not used as thermal images are gray scale images. To calculate the similarity between the target regions the properties like location, size and shape are used.
If any 2 regions are having same shape and size also this regions are close to each other than the value will be more and vice-versa. As we are using optical flow to recognize the similar areas or regions this method performs better than [17] , [18] to get the similarity of fast moving targets.
PER PIXEL SEGMENTATION
After getting the segmented targets the results are more cleared by using the per pixel segmentation in thermal videos. In this the space and time based graphs are defined by joining the frames temporally with optical flow displacement [19] . In per pixel segmentation the nodes are the pixels in an image as well as the edges are the neighbors in frame. It has eight neighbors in single frame and eighteen forward and backward neighbors in neighboring frames. For assigning the labels the energy is given as: g = [g1, g2,…,gn] for n pixels having some knowledge of h.
where, D = {si,…,sn} set of pixels, E have adjacent pixels and index of this pixels is given by i, j. si represents the pixel set containing the values zero and one which means foreground and background pixels. The labeling cost is given by Si h , which is calculated using Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) for location.
EXPANSION OF TARGET PROPOSAL
Our aim is to get the region of the target in thermal video. To fulfill this goal it is required that the target proposal corresponding with actual target must be present in every frame. This phenomenon is not compulsory but it is preferable. But only the ideas of optical flow or appearance are not sufficient for this purpose. The example is shown in Fig.6 where there is no object proposal present as the actual target although no. of proposals were generated by method [14] . In projected method the assumption is made that the location and shape of an object varies slowly from frame to frame. The enhancement of the target proposal set is made by using the target proposals generated in the neighboring frames. The overall concept is shown in Fig.6 [19] . The objects are clubbed together using the overlap ratio, which is given by,
For the target wrapped by optical flow in previous frame we look for the target proposal in current frame which is having high overlap ratio. The proposals which all are having the high ratio will be clubbed together to form the new proposal. This will give the correct proposal if it will not be generated by [14] . The Fig.7 shows the example of object proposal generation and expansion using thermal frames.
It is important to notice that the old proposals are not replaced; they are kept as it is so this is the process of expansion. This procedure is an iterative process i.e. it is done for forward and backward in time. The advantage is that even though the useful target proposal is missing it can be produced using this expansion procedure.
OBJECT TRACKING
In the conditions like changing illumination conditions, different shapes of the targets or in case of occlusion it is very challenging to perform tracking. Object tracking is defined by assigning the path to the target in number of frames.
The basic idea of tracking is to segment the interested target and locate that object by keeping the track. In this paper for tracking the objects first the centroid is calculated for each segmented object and using the Euclidean distance the object is tracked throughout the thermal video. The Fig.8 shows the overall framework with an example. 
RESULTS
Different thermal datasets are taken from the INO Video Analytics Datasets [20] .
In this section Fig.9(a) -Fig.9(h) shows the segmented output using Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). The Fig.10 and Fig.11 shows the tracking of single objects and tracking of multiple objects by calculation of centroid. The Fig.12 shows percentage error graphs of DAG compared with Background Subtraction (BGS) technique.
The Table. 1 - Table. 5 gives the statistical parameters of different DAG video outputs. The Table. 6 -Table.8 gives the statistical parameters of different BGS video outputs. In Fig.9(a) - Fig.9 (h) the first row show the original video frames from the thermal video sequence where the person is the object to be segmented. The second row shows the segmentation results calculated using Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). In Fig.10 the centroid of each segmented object is calculated and by finding the Euclidean distance the object is tracked in the video. The tracked object is shown using the bounding box around the object.
The Table. 1 - Table. 5 gives the statistical parameters calculated for each video output using DAG. The parameters are accuracy, precision, percentage error, geometric mean, f measure, sensitivity and specificity. The Table. 6 -Table.8 gives the statistical parameters calculated for each video output using background subtraction method.
The comparison of proposed method is done with the background subtraction method using percentage error graphs shown in Fig.12 . From which we can say that the proposed method performs better than background subtraction method. Table. 4. Statistical parameters of irw2 video using DAG 
CONCLUSION
We have projected a different and useful technique of Directed Acyclic Graph for segmentation and tracking of the objects in thermal video sequence. The technique additionally makes use of new approach for calculation of the objectness of an area and compute homogeneous attribute between target proposals across neighboring frames. The projected method is proved to be robust in terms of F-measure, sensitivity and precision compare to background subtraction technique. The projected method performs well for different thermal datasets.
In our proposed method, we have used motion cues as a feature vector input to DAG. In future we can use appearance model along with motion model to generate different object proposals and fed it to multilayered DAG which can make system Robust against different challenging conditions. 
